INTERNSHIP NOTICE #64

MoCADA Apprenticeship Program (MAP). MAP is a three-week art intensive summer program designed to enhance 25 students’ creative skills by immersing them in a college-level fine arts environment. In partnership with the Art Department at LIU Brooklyn (Long Island University), MAP offers support on all levels, including portfolio building, networking and studio instruction. MAP is a new initiative that seeks to ensure that young artists of African descent have the support, skills, relationships, and experiences necessary for pursuing a Bachelors degree in the fine arts, and ultimately joining the long legacy of Brooklyn-based artists of African descent. Program takes place July 9 - 27. Application deadline is June 15, 2012. See the application below if interested...

DEADLINE: JUNE 15TH, 2012

Important Note: If you are selected for the internship, please inform Mr. Honor immediately via email at: bths.internship@gmail.com
MoCADA Apprentice Program [MAP] APPLICATION
JULY 9TH-27TH, 2012

NAME: ________________________________________ DATE: ______________

CURRENT ADDRESS:_____________________________________________________

PERMANENT ADDRESS:____________________________________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS:__________________ PHONE:_____________________

SCHOOL:_____________________________________________________________

MAJOR: ______________________________________ GRADE* : _______________

*For the school year that you just completed: i.e. Sophomore or Junior

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
PARENT/GUARDIAN_______________________________________________________

PERMANENT ADDRESS:__________________________________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS:__________________ PHONE:_____________________

PARENT/GUARDIAN_______________________________________________________

PERMANENT ADDRESS:__________________________________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS:__________________ PHONE:_____________________

PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING WITH YOUR APPLICATION

1. A 8.5” x 11” hand-drawn self-portrait done using either pencils or charcoal
   (no color)

2. A professional letter of recommendation from a faculty member at your school

3. A personal statement of interest that addresses your artistic goals and what you
   hope to gain from this program.

Please EMAIL the completed application to ra@mocada.org and community@brooklyn.liu.edu

Classes will take place Mon-Thurs, 9AM-12PM and 1PM-4PM at Long Island University, Brooklyn Campus- 1 University Plaza, Corner of Dekalb and Flatbush Avenues, Downtown Brooklyn

DEADLINE: JUNE 15TH, 2012